Security & Data
Protection
We know you've entrusted us with valuable data, and we
take its security very seriously. The following is a deep
dive into our security practices, protocols and tooling.
Haystack Team • 2021
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Introduction

The Haystack platform connects your company’s distributed people, teams, communication channels and
disparate systems to a centralized hub. Haystack is on a mission to make the companies feel smaller, it helps
your organization to connect and organize the most important resources so they can collaborate more
effectively and move faster to achieve their business goals.



Protecting clients' data is one of our top priorities. Our clients trust Haystack with their data so that they can
focus on the work that matters the most to their business. We not only focus on building a powerful and
easy-to-use communication and collaboration system, but also focus on safeguarding our clients' data. We
understand data is one of the most valuable assets to our clients, and we are working our hardest to protect
them. 



Security and privacy are two of the largest mandates for Haystack. We foster security consciousness in all
employees through company culture and mandatory security awareness training. We build them into the DNA
of the company and implement them in our processes, protocols and tools. This culture of trust and
transparency sets the tone for the overall attitude, awareness and importance of securing our customers'
data assets.



Our goal is to take a comprehensive, multi-layered approach, ensuring that every element of our clients' data
is secure with Haystack. We stayed away from on-premise productions from day one, and fully embraced
cloud native productions to leverage the best-in-class security infrastructure and measurements provided by
Google Cloud Platform (GCP). This approach enables Haystack to prevent, detect, investigate and quickly
respond to security threads with proven security solutions.



Haystack will continue to be vigilant and diligent across all aspects of security and privacy, always looking for
improvements we can make to raise the bar higher. We provide an overview of our security practices,
protocols and tooling below. For detailed inquiries on specific topics, please contact us at
support@haystackteam.com.
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Security Infrastructure
We fully embraced cloud native productions to leverage the best-in-class security infrastructure and
measurements provided by the world-leading cloud service providers. Haystack utilizes the cloud computing
service offerings from GCP as the core building blocks of Haystack platform. GCP manages the security and
compliance of the cloud computing infrastructure, and Haystack manages the security and compliance of the
software and sensitive data residing in the cloud computing infrastructure.



In terms of the networking security, Haystack uses Virtual Private Cloud (VPC) from Google and has
designed the network architecture to be secure, scalable, and easily managed using GCP provided
networking services and building blocks.

Production Security
We run 100% on the cloud using Google Cloud Platform (GCP) within a Google Cloud Virtual Private Cloud.
GCP runs the Haystack platform and provides a reliable, scalable and secure way to process customer data.
Our production infrastructure is locked down so that only our load balancer machines are allowed to receive
external web traffic. Each host is assigned a role; security groups are used to define the expected traffic
between these roles.



Haystack production is deployed in Google Kubernetes Engine(GKE) VPC-native clusters. The cloud VPC
enables private access only from authorized VPC networks, It cannot be accessed via the public internet,
except via the user-facing portal for the authenticated users accessing the authorized resources. It allows
Haystack to implement private network routing, IP restrictions, service perimeters, firewall rules, access
policies and other fine-granular network controls and security measures. Google Cloud VPC protects against
security risks like credential theft, compromised insider attack, IAM misconfigurations and provides
comprehensive service access monitoring. 



Client data is fully encrypted at rest and in transit. Our use of Google Cloud Platform enables us to take the
advantage of its world-class encrypted databases and storages. All client data is fully redundant across
multiple availability zones.
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Security Infrastructure
Web Servers & Application Servers
Google Kubernetes Engine (GKE) is used to host Haystack application APIs and web servers. GKE has many
native security features built-in both at the cluster levels and node levels. GKE uses Google's
Container-Optimized OS as the operating system on which to run Kubernetes and its components.
Container-Optimized OS implements several advanced features for enhancing the security of GKE clusters,
including: Locked-down firewall, Read-only filesystem where possible and Limited user accounts and
disabled root login.

Databases
Haystack uses GCP hosted Google Cloud Sql as the relational database hosting provider. It is fully managed
and security-enhanced by Google. Haystack uses it to store client information including employees, teams,
posts, events and other data inputted by the customers.

File Storage
Files are securely stored in Google Cloud Storage (GCS). Haystack uses GCS to store uploaded images,
attachments, videos and other assets. Files are uploaded directly into client organization's dedicated
locations and are clearly separated.

Encryption-at-rest
Database data is hosted in Google Cloud SQL encrypted using the 256-bit Advanced Encryption Standard
(AES-256), which is one of the strongest block ciphers available. Database data is automatically backed up
and can be easily restored in disaster situations. Blob storage data is securely stored in Google Cloud
Storage, which is also encrypted using AES-256 and fully replicated across multiple data center zones.

Encryption-in-transit
TLS is used everywhere to protect data in transition, within the data center and user-facing applications
(web and mobile). All application communications are encrypted using HTTPS, using TLS V1.2. All underlying
access from APIs to the storage and services are encrypted and via secured private networking channels.
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Security Infrastructure
Third-party Itegrations
Haystack offers 3rd-party integrations with popular services like Google Drive, Google Calendar, Confluence,
etc. It integrates with these systems via industry standard OAuth protocols; individual user's permissions are
exactly respected in Haystack. Our universal search does not index the content from these services and
makes no data copies. To minimize data exposure, Haystack does not proxy these search api calls either, the
search calls are made directly from the user's browsers or mobile apps to the source-of-truth services via
their individual search apis.

Production Access
Haystack follows the principles of least privilege to minimize the risk of exposure. It adopts a
role-based-access-control model when provisioning data and production system access. Haystack
personnel are authorized to access production data based on their specific task needs, job functions, roles
and responsibilities. All production accesses require an explicit approval from the security lead. The access
rights are reviewed semi-annually. Before a personnel is granted access to the production environment, the
personnel is required to complete internal security, privacy and data protection trainings. All the production
access are logged and changes in the production environment are audited. Haystack leverages the auditing
infrastructure provided in GKE to automation, identify any deviation from our security and privacy standards.
Accesses to production data and systems are promptly removed upon termination of their employment.

Secret & Key Management
Haystack implements encryption at-rest and in-transit by default everywhere in the system. Google
Kubenetes Environment (GKE) encrypts customer content stored at rest, including secrets or other sensitive
data. It handles and manages this default encryption out of the box for Haystack. On top of the system layer
encryption, we added an additional application layer encryption to further safeguard any sensitive data,
including secrets and keys. This provides an extra protection against attackers who gain access to sensitive
data via a comprised employee account for example.



Haystack adopts best-in-class key management systems for our corporate environment and production
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Security Infrastructure
environments, including LastPass and Google Cloud Key Management Service (Cloud KMS) to host and
manage keys. The key management infrastructures allows us to create, import, and manage cryptographic
keys and perform cryptographic operations in a single centralized, well-controlled and audited environment.
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Operational Security
Information Security Program
The information security program and security governance is led by the CTO and the security team, with
representation including the CEO, engineering, people and legal leads. 


The team is tasked with proactively reviewing, auditing and continuously improving our security and
operational procedures. Our security program covers all aspects of our business that involve sensitive data
access. This includes our software system, the supporting infrastructure, our internal processes, employee
hiring/onboard/training, client account management, and how we engage with third party vendors.

Employee Access & Training
Our internal procedures limit access to sensitive information only to senior staff members on an absolutely
needed basis. Access to the production system is logged and audited via Google Cloud Audit Logs. All
employees are required to complete the security training when they start and the refresher training annually.


Project proposals must state the security and data implications following the security guidance. Security
reviews are called for new projects with medium to high security impacts. Our change management process
follows our secure development process. All changes to networks, systems and processes are fully tracked
in our version control systems and are reviewed by one or more of our senior engineers. These changes,
including patches, must be validated in the testing environments before they are deployed into production.

Vulnerability Management
Our environments are configured with multiple layers of monitors, probes and alerts that help us to detect
vulnerability and system issues. Any major or critical issue is automatically sent to our 24x7 on-call staff,
with escalation policies in place to ensure rapid response. We have no confirmed data loss, data breach or
other data security related incident up to today; we will notify our clients within 24 hours of learning about a
data breach.
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Operational Security
Sub-processors & Partners
Haystack only chooses carefully vetted, best-in-class sub-processors. We work with Google Cloud Platform,
Google Analytics, Google Data Studio, and Firebase to store, analyze and transmit data. We require all
third-party vendors to make security assertions and provide assurances similar to our own, with these
assertions being enforced contractually.

Logging & Auditing
We have Google Cloud Audit Logs turned on at all times. It helps Haystack with the operational auditing and
access governance. It enables us to manage risk auditing of our GCP account and be auditing compliant.

Compliance
We are in the process of completing a SOC2 report. We have contracted with Secureframe to do external
compliance checking with regulatory requirements and security standards.


It is our highest priority to keep our clients' data safe. We understand our client organizations rely on
Haystack to connect and organize the most important resources. We strive to be the industry leader in terms
of providing an effective communication and collaboration tool while being a secured place to keep your data
safe.

Contact
If you have any questions or comments about security & data protection
at Haystack, please contact us by email.


security@haystackteam.com
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